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"When plunder becomes a way of life for a group of men living together in society, they create for themselves
in the course of time a legal system that authorizes it and a moral code that justifies it."

Frederic Bastiat
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Don't forget to sign up for the Online Tax Revolt! 122,000 strong as of this morning!
Today Obama is expected to announce how the Democrats plan to move forward on healthcare reform.
Apparently Obama plans to incorporate Republican ideas on medical malpractice reform into a revised
healthcare proposal. It is not expected to win him any Republican votes.
The individual mandate included in Obama's healthcare plan would violate his pledge not to raise taxes on
families earning less than $250,000 a year.
An excellent article from Forbes Magazine on this trend of centralizing power to the federal government.
What do lawmakers do with leftover cash from their travel expenses? They usually keep it.
Wait, the public option isn't dead?
Our transportation secretary Ray LaHood wants to require all new cars to have braking systems that force the
engine to return to idle, because of Toyota's recent problems.
For the first time since 1998, Ford beat GM in monthly sales.
Kevin Hassett: The way Washington works, something is true today if we thought it was true yesterday and the
day before. This is great news for bad ideas. Once a career government official hard-wires a belief into the
bureaucracy, it is there forever.
So how did things go in the Supreme Court yesterday, hearing arguments about the 2nd amendment applying
to the states?
The Heritage Foundation has an annual "dependency index" tracking our ever-increasing dependency on
government.
It is official ... Great Britain experienced its coldest winter in 31 years.
Question of the day: If you knew coworkers, former bosses or exes who cheated on their taxes, would you turn
them in?
Who has ranked as the most liberal and the most conservative in the Senate?
We have a new "dirty word" on the 2010 campaign trail.
Mommy vs. Daddy in the world of politics.
City officials in southern California are suing a couple for removing their lawn in order to save on water bills.
Some districts are implementing a "crash tax" as another way to collect more money.
Is overuse of antibiotics creating super germs?
Keep an eye on the government with the Boortz Government Outrage Page.
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